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ABSTRACT
Planet 3, known as Earth, is the only one of its kind with vast forms of life and a diverse
biological infrastructure. Throughout decades, the struggle to preserve the
4.5-billion-year-old world and its ecosystem continues.
To solve an impending crisis, the guardian has bestowed mankind with the wisdom of
the cosmos. The Guardian key, known as the Planet 3 Coin, has arrived with three
distinctive missions. The first is to inspire and energise the collective consciousness of
mankind. Statistical findings suggest that 689 million people are in poverty, while 51%
(half of 7.7 billion) of the world’s population is in the low-income bracket. This
undeniable fact indicates that the preservation of the 3rd planet and conservation of its
ecosystem is in the hands of an immobilised and improvished majority. The project will
solve the pressing issue of opportunity and independence by utilising smart contract
tokenomics to inspire, energise and fulfil the survival and expressive needs of humanity.
Once we alter the circumstances of billions, we will then be able to redirect their hearts
and minds to our second mission of preserving the 3rd planet and last mission of
conserving all its wonders (the ecosystem of life).
Together with wisdom of the cosmos and millions of participators we will advance the
world to a new world order of self-sufficiency, self -reliance and self-governance. The
future of the earth is in the hands of its people, the custodians.

INTRODUCTION
Planet 3 Coin protocal is a deflationary token which means once minted, no more can be
created. The smart contract coding of the token utilises a taxation system known as
tokenomics. Tokenomics (or token economics) affords taxation from every buy, sell and
transfers. The collection of these taxes is automatically transferred into designated
wallets, which allows the project to atler the course of the Earth and all living organisms.
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Two wallets, the Earth Bank Wallet and Humanity Fund Wallet, will receive taxations from
every buy, sell and transfer to fund our 3 missions of:
1. Mankind —Fulflling the survival and expressive needs of millions
2. Earth — Preserve the planet
3. Ecosystem — Conserve all of its natural wonders of life.
Furthermore, the project will initiate three system of rewards. These will offer growth,
opportunities and independence to the people of the world.

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
30 trillion of deflationary tokens were minted. The quantification of 30 trillion was made
based on two reasoning. First, the total circulating supply of US Dollars in the entire
world which is around 40 to 45 trillion. Second, humanity, the world and the ecoystem
requires a reasonable supply for all potential investors of the world to faciliate growth.
Team Wallet (locked) 8.33%

Private Sale

Earth Bank 5.7%

Presale

Humanity Fund 2.5%

Public Sale

30 Trillion
Burn Wallet

(Total Supply)

Marketing 1.833%

Token Reserve (Locked)

THE 4 PROJECT WALLETS
Earth Bank Wallet — 5.7% of the tokens have been allocated for preservation of the
planet and conservation of all its natural wonders. The wallet will also receive BNB from
the Earth Bank tax from all buys, sells and transfers (see tokenomics).
Humanity Fund Wallet — 2.5% of the tokens have been allocated for the survival and
basic needs of humanity. The wallet will also receive BNB from the award pool tax from
all buys, sells and transfers (see tokenomics).
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Marketing Wallet — 1.83% of the tokens have been allocated for marketing. The team
must ensure that every dollar spent yields an equal return. Taxation from the
community is not required for marketing; I believe investing in the grassroots network
will have a bigger outreach. Word of mouth is the most effective marketing tool, in
both cost and impact.
Team Wallet — 8.33% of the tokens have been allocated for the productivity and basic
needs of the developer and his worldwide international team. To tackle the pressing
issues of the world, we must alleviate the daily stressors of the team in the effort of
changing the circumstances holding millions of people back.

LOCKED WALLETS
Token Reserve — 90% of the tokens in the reserve wallet will be locked for three
months. The 10% unlocked tokens, equal to 5% of total supply, allows room for early
listing on exchanges in an unforeseeable growth spurt in the three-month period.
Earth Bank and Humanity Fund — 70% of the tokens in both wallets will be locked for
six months. The rationale for the longer period is due to decision to allow these wallets
to receive reflection distribution in BNB token. The use of BNB reduces the impact of
selling for different purposes, especially for good causes, which could
affect the stability of the project. These are the only two wallets that will receive BNB
reflections.
Team Wallet — 70% of the wallet will be locked from sale for two months to stabilise
the project, to facilitate growth and promote confidence. The 30% of unlocked tokens
is equal to 2.5% of the total supply. Once the lock period lapses, I will review the
project and reinstate the lock accordingly.
Private sale — all private sale buys will be locked for two months and released to the
respective investors

TOKENOMICS
Token economics (tokenomics) is a revolution coding system that allows projects to
assign taxation for growth, rewards and funding causes. Planet 3 Coin has a carefully
balanced tax for each transaction within the ecosystem.
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10% Buy Tax

12% Sell Tax

10% Transfer Tax

Award Pool

3%

Award Pool

4%

Award Pool

4%

Earth Bank

2%

Earth Bank

2%

Earth Bank

2%

Reflection Reward

2%

Reflection Reward

2%

Liquidity Pool

4%

Liquidity Pool

3%

Liquidity Pool

4%

The Award Pool receives 3% from every Planet 3 Coin buy, 4% from
every sells, and 4% from every wallet to wallet transfer. These are
then swapped for BNB and transferred to the Humanity Fund Wallet
Humanity Fund
Wallet

Earth Bank
Wallet

to faciliate the Free-Bird Competition.
The Earth Bank wallet receives 2% from every buy, 2% from every
sell and 2% from every transfer, which are then swapped for BNB
and transferred to the Earth Bank Wallet to facilitate the second and
third mission of the project.

Reflection Reward is 2% from buys and 2% from sell, which will be
redistributed to all of the Planet 3 Coin holders. This simply means
Reflections
Rewards

that every time a supporter of the project buys or sells, the existing
owners will get rewarded Planet 3 Coin from the taxation.
The Liquidity Pool receives 3% from every buy, 4% from every sell
and 4% from every transfer. What is liquidity pool? Simply put, it is
like the cash register in a retail shop which facilitates the exchange

Liquidity Pool

of one item of value for another. The valuable currency, in our case
BNB, is stored in a digital pool of the project after every purchase.
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Transfer tax — the wallet-to-wallet Planet 3 Coin transfer tax will be 5%. Holders
should not be heavily taxed for simply wanting to divide their assets, share their
holdings with friends and family or simply for security reasons. Reflection reward tax
has been eliminated from the transfer tax as it is unfair for loyal holders to contribute
three times, on buys, transfers and eventual sales.

THREE REWARD SYSTEMS
To change the lives of millions, we will initiate 3 systems aimed at fulfilling the survival
and expressive needs of mankind:
1) Reflection rewards — is aimed at providing growth of investments over time. 2) The
Free-Bird Competition — offers opportunity by initiating competitions in performance,
creativity, influencer and humanitarian award.
3) Website Platform — the most advanced and revolutionary website platform in the
entire crypto world, aimed at providing humanity with the necessary tools for self
sufficiency, self reliance and self governance. The website development will take place
once certain milestones are achieved to fund its creation.

FREE-BIRD COMPETITION
Planet 3 Coin project will host international competitions to offer
1ST

humanity opportunities of earnings, independence and freedom of
expression. The award pool tax from buys, sells and transfers will be
the funding source of competitions.
The international competitions will initially take place every two

Free-Bird
Competition

weeks. However, as the project grows, the team aims to adjust the
time frame accordingly and host-region specific competitions in
most countries of the world.
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The categories of competitions are:
I. Performance - acting, dance, singing, gaming and other entertainments.
II. Creativity - creative writing, inventions, science challenges, cinematography and
others.
III. Influencer - most impactful positive upcoming unknown; YouTuber, TikTok etc
IV. Humanitarian award - most unrecognised and underprivileged person or institutions
(school, orphanage etc)
The prize pool will begin with $20,000 which will increase monthly by a fixed
determined amount, meaning the total award prize will grow overtime.

The $20,000 award will be divided between the top ten:
1st — $5600
2nd — $3400
3rd — $2600
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

1ST

Free-Bird
Competition

— $1800
— $1600
— $1400
—$1200
— $1000
— $800
— $600

Note: To participate in the competitions, you
must hold a minimum of $50 dollars worth of
Planet 3 Coin.
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THE GUARDIAN MODE
Guardian Mode
The guardian mode is a function I conceptualised and quantified to protect the
project and investors. Before we dive into the purpose of the function, we shall first
explore the problem it is trying to solve.
The survival of most projects in a saturated market of hundreds of newly launched
tokens is dependent on two factors. The first factor is the health of the project’s
liquidity pool, which facilitates transaction and in turn maintains the project. The
second factor is the projects means to attract new investors who sustain the
project’s liquidity.
Projects are susceptible to attacks from opportunists the same way a cash register or
bank vault have their vulnerabilities. Those with means, usually some bad actors
with deep pockets in the crypto space, are able to strategically drain the liquidity
pool by making systematic purchases, usually large buys divided into small buys,
which cause a frenzy of buys from small investors who flock in out of fear of missing
out (fomo) from the perceived gains. They then drain the liquidity pool with
systematic sales after they have multiplied their investment, which in turn causes
other investors to panic and sell. The cycle of systematic buys and sales continues
until the project liquidity pool is drained.
Once new investors assess the chart and liquidity of a project, they quickly assume
that the project is dead or unable to recover.
Therefore, the first protective measure of the liquidity pool is the taxation of all buys,
sales and transfers to sustain its health. The higher taxation of 14% on all sales is a
means to reward holders and tax sellers who have no interest in the mission of the
project.
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he second protective measure, named the Guardian Mode, is a special code embedded
in the smart contract of the token designed to specifically protect the liquidity pool from
extreme manipulation.
The function’s default is off, I will activate the function after I consults chart analyst and
senior team members when suspicious activities have been detected. Once activated,
the mode initiates a 24-hour timer which imposes a 3-stage sell function on all wallets
holding Planet 3 Coin including the developer himself and all the project wallets. No
investor is excluded from the function once activated. The function has been coded to
automatically switch off. Investors will be informed every time the mode is activated, my
team and I will make an announcement.
3 Stages of The Guardian Mode:
Stage 1 — all investors are restricted to one single sell transaction which is a maximum
of 50% of their Planet 3 Coin holdings. For example, a holder of $100,000 worth of
tokens can only sell a maximum of $50,000 which is equal to half. However, if the holder
chooses to sell a lesser amount, such as 25% or even 10%, it will still be computed as a
single acceptable transaction within the 50% threshold. Since one transaction is
permitted within the maximum cap, investors should choose their rst stage sell
amount wisely.
Stage 2 — all holders must wait six(6) hours after their first sale to make another sale.
Any attempts to make the second stage sell sooner then six(6) hours will be declined.
However, once the restricted time has elapsed, holders are able to sell a maximum of
50% of their remaining holdings. In the example made in stage one, the holder with the
remaining $50,000 is permitted to sell a maximum of half, which is equal to $25,000.
Only one transaction is permitted within the maximum cap. Investors should choose
their second stage sale amount wisely.
Stage 3 — in the last stage, all holders must wait four(4) hours after their second sale to
be able to make another sale. Any attempted sell sooner than four(4) hours will be
declined. After the restricted time has elapsed, holders are able to sell 100% of their
remaining Planet 3 Coin holdings.
.
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The function protects the liquidity pool by facilitating sufficient time for new buyers to
come in and maintain its health. The time restrictions of six and four hours mean that
the total restricted period after the first initial sell is a minimum of ten hours. The mode
allows holders to exit the project within the same day if they choose to but they must
do so with consideration.

LEGACY
To revoluationize the cryptocurrency space, our extraordinary strategy will be as
follows;
1) Team — We will deploy a vigorous selection process of interviews and training for
admins and secretaries . Those in the first point of contact role should showcase
professionalism, basic knowledge and know how of excellence in service.
2) 7 Effective Marketing Strategy — every dollar spent must at least yield an equal
return. We will utilise a revolutionary marketing strategy that has never been utilised in
cryptocurrency. 7 effective areas of relentless push will be aimed at recruiting new
investors outside the 2% of the world population participating in cryptocurrency.
3) Community — to build a true community by every sense of the word, we must be
more than investors in a common place. We must have a sense commonality,
understanding, good will and humanity. The feelings we give others, coupled with how
the project is managed, is the basic foundation of building a long lasting community,
sustainable growth and a worthy legacy.

Legacy is not only setting new standards but its also having something worth believing
in and worth fighting for.
Planet 3 Coin will be a legacy project years into the future.

